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I. Introduction

The Water Quality Program Permit Management Section has pl_-ned from the beQ_--;ng to evaluate
the implementation of the state's regulation on Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET). The WET
regulation was adopted in October 1993, and we have managed to capture into a database most of the
WET tests conducted to meet its requirements. We have also been very active in evaluating the
performance of WET tests and have developed a detailed review process for the WET test results. A
criticalevaluationoftheregulatoryprograminvolvingWET testinE seemedpossibleanddesirablein
ourefforttoimprovetheeffectivenessandefficiencyofthestate'sregulatoryprograms.

Recenteventshavemade thisdocumentmore difficulttowrite.WET isnationallyoneofthemost

controversialelementsofwaterquality-basedpermitting.Concernedrepresentativeshaveintroduced
individualbillsonthesubjectofWET aloneincongress.The EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
CEPA)hasrespondedby consultingstakeholdersandthescie-tificcommune, especiallytheSociety
ofEnvironmentalToxicologyandChemL_'y(SETAC). The documentisforcedbytheseresponses
tothenationalWET controversytodiscusschangesthatwouldnotnecessarilyariseoutofourown
experience with WET inWashingtonSmze.

SETAC conducted the Pellston Workshop on WET _ in September 1995, in order to resolve
important scientific issues involving the regulatory application of WET testing. In September 1996,
EPA hosted the WET Stakeholder's Meeting to get broader input in developing the Penston

Workshoprecommendationsintoa new su_egy forregulatingWET. EPA hasdraftedanew WET
implementationstrategyinresponsetoPellstonandtheStakeholder'sMeetingthat,iffollowed,
would create a complicated regulatory system This document discusses our experiences with WET
and charts potential future courses primarily from a regulatory perspective. Some scientific issues
related to the national controversy are explained below in Section V. SupportinE Discussions and
General Conclusio_

II. History and Background

A. WhatisWET Testing?

Chemicalanalysisofwastewaterdischargesisinadequateby itselfforregulatingtoxicity.Many
toxicpollutantscannotbe detectedby commonlyavailabledetectionmethods.Many ofthe
chemicalsthatcanbe detectedhavelittleorno toxicityinformationavailableonthem.Many ofthe

chemicals with known toxicityhave unknown additive or synergistic effects when present in complex
mixtures such as wastewater. In practice, chemical analysis can detect toxicity only indirectly by
comparing results to previous studies of the effects of any chemical detected. Because chemical
analysis results in a list of individual compounds which are evaluated separately for toxicity, this
approach is called chemical specific toxicity.
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The toxicity of complex mixtures like effluents or ambient wazerscan be measured directly by
exposing living organisms and measuring their response. The exposure of the test organisms to the
effluent usually occurs in a laboratory, but can also be accomplished in the wast_ (onsite flow-
through tests) or in the environment (in s/tu testing). Toxicity tests measure the combined effects of
all toxic constituents of the sample, which is why it is called whole effluent toxicity tez_g.

Acute WET tests involve exposing test organismsto serial dilutions of effluent in order to determine
survival at 48 or 96 hours. The acute tests use the death of a test organism as the endpoint for scoring

a positive response to effluent toxicity. Dischargers who monitor their wastewater with acute toxicity
tests are providing an indication of the potential lethal effect of the effluent to organisms in the
receiving enviror_ment.

Death as a direct response, however, is only one of many toxic effects that a discharge can have on
receiving water orgY. Toxic substances in an effluent could, for example, have sublethal effects
such as interference with normalreproduction or development of organisms with consequences just
as undesirable as direct lethality. The end result of the disrupted reproductionor development of a
receiving environment species can be the same as direct lethality for that species--the population of
the species is reduced or _liminated. Obviously, acute toxich7 tests by themselves are insufficient
indicators of potential environmental harm from effluent toxicity.

The category of toxicity tests used to measure these various sublethal toxic responses is known as
chronic toxicity tests, but in general these tests do not measure traditional chronic toxicity. Chronic
toxicity, according to the traditional me_ninF_measures the long-term effects on the organ systems of
exposed organisms which result in death or impaired function. Toxicity tests intended to measure
u'aditional chronic effects involve testing organisms for long time periods. Such long-term toxicity
tests are inappropriate for a wastewater discharge monitoring system because the results of the test
are available long after the sampled discharge has entered the environment. These tests are also too
expensive for routine use, In response to these problems, aquatic toxicologists have developed
several short-tm'mchronic or critical life stage toxicity tests, which areavailable for use in
monitoring wastewater discharges for sublethal toxic effects. Even though these sublethal toxicity
tests are measuring short-term effects of the effluent, they are still called 'chronic' to distinguish them
fi'om the acute toxicity tests, which measure short-term lethality.

EPA's water quality criteria have acute and chronic points of compliance. The chronic polar of
compliance is the edge of a mixing zone where receiving water must be suitable for long-term
habitatiozL Inside of the mixing zone and close to the discharge point is the acute point of
compliance where there must be no lethality. The area between these points of compliance need not
be fit for long-term habitation but must not be lethal to passing organisms. WET tests assessing only
survival apply at the acute point of compliance. Short-term chromc and critical life stage tests apply
at the chronic point of compliance to assess suitability for long-term habitation by aquatic species.

B. How Toxic are Effluents in this State?

An important conclusion from examining the occurrence of acute and chronictoxicity in effluents in
Washington State is that the technology-based permitting programwas fairly successful in
controlllng toxichy. Treaunent plants may not be designed to control toxicity, but they often do a
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very good job of removing toxicity anyway. The only problem is that these _ment plants are not
consistent, and many produce occasional excursions oftoxichy.

Forty-seven percent of 1,853 acute tests had 100 percent survival in 10O percent effluent, and 72
percent had 90 percent survival or better in I00 percent effluent. Eight-three percent of these tests
met the state's acute toxicity performance standard of at least 65 percent survival m 1oo percent •,
effluent with a median percent survival of $0 percem. However, the 19 percent of acute tests which
failed to meet the performance standard were distributed throughout 52 percent of permittees.

Chronic toxicity is also adequately controlled much of the time by current levels of treatment. A
large majority of these chronic tests show no toxicity at levels of regulatory concerzL The average
effluent concentration at the edge of an acute mixing zone in our state is 17 percent effluent. The
edge of the acute mixing zone is used in our state as the _toff for regulatory significant chronic
toxicity and the need for a chronic WET limit. Eighty-four percent of 2049 NOECs in the database
were greater than or equal to I7 percent effluent and estimated to be of no regulatory concern. The
NOEC or "no observed effects concentration" is the highest conceah-a/ion of effluent showing no
statistically significant difference from the control in the test. A fair number of chronic tests also
show no toxicity at end-of-pipe. Fifty-nine percent of chronic NOECs were 100 percent effluent.
The bivalve development and echinoderm fertiliz_on tests are the exceptions with only 30 percent
of 151 tests clearly having NOECs above concentrations of regulatory concern mostly due m the
toxicity of the industrial effluents commonly evaluated with these tests.

The bad news associated with our experience with WET test results is the wide distribution among
permittees of those tests showing sitmificant toxicity. Only 48 percent ofpermittees have never
shown acute WET at levels of regulatory concern, and only 39 percent have never reported chronic
WET test results at levels of regulatory concern. The I 1 percent of chronic tests with toxicity of
regulatory concern were distributed across 68 percent of the permittees in the database. These
occasional excursions have unknown duration and environmental impact because of inadequate
monitoring frequencies.

10_"

0_"
%TuII wthAcute %Pmmineeswllh %Testswt_ Clmmic F_iflRs
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C. Laws and R_-_gulationsof Importance

In accordance with the Washington State Pollution Disclosure Act of 1971, and the federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 and 1977, the Industrial Section of the Ecology began in
the late 1970s to require toxicity testing of pulp mill discharges in the state. This toxicity testing was
technology-based and derived from Canadian research that demon._i_atedthat if a pulp mill treatmem
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plant was operated correctly, then a 65 percent concentration of effluent would cause less than 20
percent mortality to rainbow trout- This test was eventually applied to other industrial dischargers.

On February 3, 1984, U.S. EPA's Assistant Adm_su-_tor for Water signed the Policy for the
Development of Water Quality-Based Permit Limitations for Toxic pollutants. This policy required
EPA and the states to meet water quality standards by limiting the discharge of toxic material based
on the narrative water quality standard of no toxic matexlal in toxic amounts. The policy specified

monitoring wastewater using acute and chronic toxicity tests to detect violations of the water quality
standards and, where such violations exist, using National Polh.,taut Discharge _limination System
(NPDES) permit limits to control the toxicity in order to i_aintain the designated use of the receiving
water. In March 199 I, EPA published the latest Technical Support Document (TSD) for Water
Quality-Based Toxics Control which describes the process for monitoring discharges with whole
effluent toxic/ty tests and developing permits which protect water quality.

The CWA Amendments of 1987 further directed EPA and the states to identify waters and discharges
with a toxic pollutant problem and to develop a control strategy including individual permit limits to
attain water quality standards. In July 1989, U.S. EPA promulgated regulations (40 CFR 122.44)
which require states to place limits on whole effluent toxicity in NPDES permits when a reasonable
potential to exceed water quality standards has been determined.

Washington State has added its own legal requirements for acute and chronic biomonitoring through
both law and regulation KCW 90.48.520 requires that the overall toxicity of effluents be controlled
through NPDES permit requirements. KCW 90.48.520 is essentially a technology-based approach.
•KC'W¢90.48.520saysinpart:

Inoral.ertoimprovewaterqualityby controllingtoxicantsinwastewat_,theDepa_uaent
of Ecology shall in iss_fi-_ and renewing state and federal wastewat_ discharge permits
review the applicant's operations and incorporatepermit conditions which require all
known, available, and reasonable methods to control toxicants in the applicant's
wastcwater. Such conditions may include, but are not limited tO limits on the overall
toxicity of the effluent. The toxicity of the ef_ent shall be determined by techniques
such as chronic or acutebioassays.Such conditions shall be required regardless of the
quality of the receiving wate_ and regardless of the minimnm Water quality standards...

Chapter 173-201A WAC, Water Quality Standards, contains requirements for each of the different
criteria classes of water to have concentrations oftoxics below levels which cause acute or chronic

damage to the aquatic biota. In addition to these standards, Section 173-220-130 WAC, Effluent
limitations, water quality standards and other requirements for permits, instructs Ecology to apply the
requirements of RCW 90.48.520 to any permit issued under the NPDES.

The Puget Sound Water Quality Authority also included biomonitoring in the 1989 Puget Sound
Water Quality Management Plan. Program Element P-6, Toxicant Effluent Lim_ in Permits,
requires Ecology to include limits on toxics in NPDES permits. Program Element P-8, Monitoring
Kequirements in Permits, requires Ecology to include acute and chronic toxicity tests in the periodic
monitoring of permitted discharges.
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D. The State's WET Rule

In October 1993,Ecology adopted a WETregulation(Chapter 173-205WAC) thatwas written to
satisfy the laws and regulationsdiscussedabove. It was also written as a part of an agreememto
settle appealsof NPDES permits. The appellantswere dissatisfiedwithbeingrequiredto conduct
WET testing andnot havinga state regulationwhich detailedtheuse of the test results and
consequencesfor effluenttoxicity. The regulationis very thorough inprovidingthese details. Much
effortwas given to preventingundueconsequencesfor permitteeswhile meeting the requirements of
the importantlaws andregulations.

The state's WET regulationreceived supportin writingfrom cities, industries,andenvironmental
groups Ourapproachwas developedusing common sense and the best informationon the
performanceof'WETtestingavailableat the time Chapter173-205WACwas developedusing
extensive inputfrom an advisory committee. As much aspossible inthe rulemaking,we based
decisions on WET test data. The broad-basedsupportforour WET programdemonstratesthat WET
need not be controversial.Therehave beenno seriousappealsof the WETrequirementsin our
permitsin over five years.

The regulationcomplieswith the nationalWETpolicy describedin the next section, but it is also
innovativein containingincentivesto reducetoxicity beyondwhat is necessaryto meet WET limits
and having as a goal the elimination of all acute WET. The WET regulationimplements RCW
90.48.520throughan incentivesystemnot technology-basedpermitlimitson WET. Permitteesare
protected by the regulationfrom excessive consequencesarising from single WET test failures and
can interrupta Toxicity IdentificationEvaluation (TIE) if the toxicity disappears. There areother
mechanisms built into the regulationto make the system fair and enforceable.

A WET limit will be eligible forremovalupon permitrenewal if'the permitteehas consistently
attained a level of toxicity so low that no reasonablepotential exists to violate water quality
standards. This level of toxicity is the same as was used to determinethe need for the WETlimi_in
the first place. The opportunity to routinelyremove permitlimits that are no longer necessary is
unique to this rule and providespermitteeswith an economic and legal incentive to control toxicity at
levels lowerthan necessaryto meet permitlimits. Both permitteesand the environment benefit from
this provision of the rule.

The permittingprocess underthe WETgnle worksas follows:

Step I - Theprocess beginswith a NPDESpermit application.

Step 2 - Section 172-205-040of the WET rule contains a list of'circumstances under which a
discharge is requiredto be characterizedfor WET.

Step 3 - WET testingusually begins with an effluent characterizationin the first yearof the permit
term. Effluent characterizationestablishesthe baseline toxicity level and determinesthe need for
WET limits.

Step_4 - Thepermitwill requirethat the permitteedetermineat the end of effluent characterization
whether the WET performancestandards have been met for acute and chronictoxicity. The
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performance standard for acute toxicity is a median of at least 80 percent survival in ! 00 percent
effluent with no tingle test showing less than 65 percent survival in 100 perc_ effluent. The
performance standard for chronic toxicity is no chronic toxicity in a concentration of effluent
represevting the edge of the acute mixing zone or the Acute Critic,a/Effluent Concentration (ACEC).
Those permittees who meet the performance standards will not get WET limits or compliance
monitoring(willgostmghttoStep7).

Steo 5 - Those permittees who do not meet a performance standard during effluent characterization
will receive WET limits. Acute WET limits are met by showing no statistically siT_ificant toxicity in
the ACEC. Chronic WET limits are met by showing no statisticaliy significant toxicity in the
Chronic Critical Effluent Concentration (CCEC) which represents the edge of the chronic mixing
zone. Failing a compliance test for a WET limit will trigger additional WET testing, and if any of the
additional tests fall to meet the WET limit, a toxicity identification/reduction evaluation (TI/RE) will

be required to find and fix the source of toxicity.

Stev 6 - Ifa permittee with a WET limit meets the performance standard for an entire permit term,
then the WET limit will not be placed into subsequent permits. Ira permittee fails to meet the
performance standard during compliance monitoring, then the WET limit and compliance monitoring
will remain in future permits until the performance standard is met.

Stev 7 - Permittees who have attained the performance standards can remain indefinitely without
WET limits or compliance monitoring. The only WET testing requirement will be a set of WET tests
submitted with each permit application. Some permittees will be required to conduct rapid screening.
testing. AU facility changes must be evaluated for increases in toxicity.

Step_8 - If camnges have occurred which might increase toxicity, then the next permit will contain a
requirement for a new effluent characterization. The new effluent characterization will start the
process all over again beginning at Step 3. WET limits might result fi'om the new effluent
characterization or the permittee could end up back at Step 7 with no WET limits.
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The WET database works best when used to assess individual _mittee records because the number
ofte,_ revolved is small enough to evaluate and qualify with a reasonable amount of effort. Because
the tests used in evaluating the WET programmunbered in the thousands, it was not possible to do
much fine-tuning. It is important to appreciate that the numbers given in this section are estimates.
The ACEC and CCEC were known for only 55 percent of the permittees in the WET database
causing the evaluation of the other 45 percent to be made using comparisons of test results to the
average ACEC or CCEC. In addition to knowing the ACEC and CCEC, an accurate assessment is
possible only when the step in the WET regulatory process outlined in the previous section is known
for each permittee and there is no automatic update of the WET d_*_base at present for permittee
status. Treatment has been improved for m_ny of the discharges, and these effluents may not have
been recharacterized yet. Many tests are several years old and may have been conducted according to
obsolete methodology. Many of the tests in the database are 100 percent effluent screwing tests and
offer little useful informatio_ Our approach to sampling and testin_ chlorinated discharges has

changed a few times.

Given the cautions above, the projected status of Washington State permittees under the WET Rule is
as follows:

An evaluation of the WET test data for all permittees represented in the database was conducted. The
evaluation considered 132 permittees, 1100 chronic WET tests, and 1800 acute WET tests. There
were 21 permittees with acute tests and no chronic tests. The data suggest the following:

52 percent of permittees are predicted to be assigned an acute WET limit.

61 percent of permittees are predicted to be assigned a chronic WET limit.

About one third of the permittees are predicted to get both acute and chronic WET limits and
another third may not get any WET limits.

Estimate of Number of Discharges Needing Acute WET Limits
Discharge Type # Permittees # Acute Limits % Acute Limits

POTWs 53 30 57%

General Industry 33 12 36%
PowerPlants 2 0 0%

Pulp Mills 16 9 56%
OilRefineries 7 6 86%
Aluminum Smelters 7 5 71%
Treated Groundwater 1 1 100%
Ind. Process & Storm. 3 2 67%
Industrial Stormwater 10 4 40%

TOTAL 132 69 52%
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Estimate of Number of Discharges Needing Chronic WET Limits

DischargeType # Permittees # Chronic Limits % Chronic Limits
POTWs 21 14 67%

GeneralIndustry 4 4 100%
Pulp Mills 13 7 54%
Oil Refineries 5 2 40%
Alllmimlm Smelters 6 2 33%

Noncontact Cooling Water 2 1 50%
Ind. Process & StornL 3 3 100°/0
TOTAL 54 33 61%

All failures to meet the acute performance standard have been due to tests with less than 65 percent
survival in 100 percent effluent; no discharge has ever failed to meet the median percent survival of
at least 80 percent. Nineteen percent of 1800 acute WET tests from 132 perminees did not achieve at
least 65 percent survival in 100 percent effluent. Between 25 percent and 55 percent of these tests
falling to meet the acute toxicity performance standard were also toxic at effluent concentrations near
the average acute WET limit (ACEC = 17.35 percent effluent) indicating that the acute performance
standard is a reasonable indicator for many permittees of the potential to exceed water quality
standards for toxicity. However, this predictive ability disappears as ACECs become much smaller
than the average of 17.35 percent effluent. The inability of an acute toxicity performance standard
based on 100 percent to predict toxicity at low concentrations was known when the WET Rule was
wfiRen, but was ignored in order to provide an incentive for all dischargers to completely eliminate
acute toxicity in accordance with the desires of RCW 90.48.520. An alternative to the incentive
system based on 100 percent effluent would be an acute toxicity performance standard of no
statistically significant toxicity at 5 times the ACEC. Because the current acute performance standard
allows up to 35 percent mortality and _cal significance will often occur at mortality rates as low
as 15 percent, the alternative performance standard would be slightly more stringent for dischargers
with ACECs near or above the average of 17.35 percent effluent. Implementing the alternative
would, of course, mean abandoning the incentive system, and dischargers with ACECs much below
the average could continue to discharge acute toxicity with no discouragement.

Sixty-one percent of the 54 permittees with known ACECs and CCECs failed to meet the chronic
toxicity performance standard of no statistically significant toxicity at the ACEC. Sixty percent of
these permittees who failed to meet the chronic toxicity performance standard at the ACEC also had
statistically significant toxicity at the CCEC (the chronic WET limit). The estimated noncompliance
rate amongst permittees with chronic WET limits is therefore 60 percent and represents 30 percent of
the total of 54 perminees. The chronic toxicity performance standard of no _atisfically significant
toxicity at the ACEC is a very good predictor of chronic WET limit violations. These percentages
also predict that many TYREs will need to be conducted. The fact that few TI/REs have been done
so far is mostly because the rewriting of permits to include WET limits is a slow process.

9
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ThreeTYREs havebeeninitiatedinWashingtonStateinordertomeetWET requirementsinan
NPDES permit.One TI/REwas stoppedbeforecompletionbecausethepointofcompliancewas
changedwhen the permit was reissued. The other two were completed successfully.

The first discharger to conduct a successfitl TI/RE was also having trouble complying with a permit
limb for Total Suspended Solids (TSS). When TSS levels rose, the discharger would add a big dose
of flocculant to the settling pond. The flocculant would then cause toxicity to Ceriodaphnia.
Improvements in the settlin E pond and installation of a device to provide a carefully metered dose of
flocculant solved both the TSS and WET compliance problems.

The other discharger to successfully complete a TI/RE had one of the most toxic effluents seen in the
state. The lowest con_on of effluent tested, five percent effluent, would sometimes kill all
Cenodtrphraa in less than 24 hours. Identif3dngthe toxicant was difficult because effluent toxicity
was episodic and frustrated efforts to schedule toxicity identification attempts. The initial toxicity
identification evaluation found that a c_ionic organic was likely responsible for the effluent wxicirv.
However, recovering the specific cationic organic from the carbon column and iden_ing it required
special arrangementsbetweentwo labsthalwerecomplicatedbytheepisodic occurrenceoftoxicity.
Permi_ee Rme and money were expended in several 6uitless aRemp_ W sample the eH]uen_ verify
with a toxicity test that it was sufficiently toxic, and complete the identification of the toxic cationic
organic. At thi._time, the WET Coordinator advised the permiRee that examining production
chemicals at the plant might reveal one with a cationic organic constimenL A material was soon
discovered containing teU'amethylammonium hydroxide. Teu-amethylammonium hydroxide was
verified as the _xicant, the expensive toxichy identification efforts were ceased, and effective
u'_nnent was determined.

E. EPA WET Policy

InJuly1994,EPA publishedthefinalWET ControlPolicyControlPolicy(EPA 833-B-94-002).The
stated goal of this policy is to promote uniform nationwide requirements for the control of WET and
to assist permits writers in implementing these requirements. The policy clarifies and consolidates
the traditionalEPA strategy forcoattolling WET.

The WET Control Policy consists of eight statements of policy that either address a step in the
general EPA process for WET control or address a controversial subject. Our program currently
meets all eight statements. These eight policy statements are listed below:

1. Basis for WET Controls

The permitting authority should evaluate WET water quality criteria attaiament for acute
WET at the edge of the acute mixing zone and for chronic WET at the edge of the chronic
mixing zone except where the state has different requirements for evaluating WET criteria.
The permitting authority will develop WET effluent limitations based on the more stringent of
the acute or chronic criterion applied at the edge of the respective mixing zone or,
alternatively, on both.

10
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2. Discharges to be Evaluated for a Reasonable Potential

At a minimum, the permitting authority should review all major dischargers for reasonable
potential to cause or contribute to exceedance of WET water quality criteria.

3. Evaluating Reasonable Potential

The permittingauthoritywillconsider available WET testing dam andotherinformation in
evaluating whether a discharger has reasonable potential to cause or contribute to exceedance
ofWET waterqualitycriteria.

4. Establishing WET Limits for Discharges with a Reasonable Potential

Upon finding reasonable potential to cause or contribute to exceedance of WET water quality
criteria, the permirtin_ authority will impose effluent limitations to control WET.

5. Monitoring for Whole Effluent Toxicity

Where appropriate, the permitting authority should impose WET monitoring conditions upon
dischargers that do not have effluent limim6ons to control WET.

6. Compliance Schedules to Meet WET Limits

Where allowed under stsxe and federal law, NPDES permits may contain schedules for
-compliancewithWET effluent limitation_

7. Whole Effluent Toxicity in Relation to Chlorine and Ammonia Toxicity

The requirements of the water quality permitting regulations apply without regard to the
poUutsnt(s)thatmay becausingtoxicity,includingammoniaandchlorine.

8. Whole Effluent Toxicity Controls for Publicly Owned Treatment Works 0FOTWs)

The requirements of the water quality permitting regulations apply to all dischargers,
includingPOTWs.

F. Results of the EPA WETStakeholder'sMeeting

Because of continuing comroversy surrounding EPA's WET program two important meetings were
held to evaluate current approaches and recommend changes where needed. The Society of
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry conducted the Pellston Workshop on WET testing in
September 1995, in order to resolve important scientific issues involving the regulatory application of
WET testing. In September 1996, EPA hosted the WET Stake.holder's Meeting to get broader input
in developing the Pellston Workshop recommendations into a new strategy for regulating WET. The
meeting was intended to address important issues in preparation for the development of a new
national WET strategy by EPA. Participants represented states, cities from arid states, the pulp and
paper industry, EPA, tribes, environmentalists, and interested scientists.

11
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EPA is working on a new WET implementation swategy which is now out in draft. They hope to
develop an approach that is generally acceptable and based on the recommendations of the
stakeholders. One very important element, a weight-of-evidence approach to water quality
violations, has been removed from the new WET implementation sia-ategyand will be developed as a

part of the revision of the water quality standards regulations. In a weight-of-evidence approach, the
results of WET testing_ chemical analysis, bioassessments, and other assessment techniques can be
considered collectively in deciding if water quality standards are being met instead of separately as in
the currentpolicy ofindependem application. Generally speaking, the proposed ch,nges would make
the use of WET testing and other biological assessment techniques more complicated and perhaps not
less controversial. The following items briefly discuss some elements of the new WET suategy:

Independent applicability (which means that the results of WET testing, bioassessment, or
chemical analysis are considered separately from one another) might be replaced by weight-of-
evidence (where the results of all types of evaluation are considered together). EPA will work out
the details for weight-of-evidence, and they promise to set high standards for the quantity and

of hxfo_on involved in weight-of-evidence. When the minimum iRformation
necessary for weight-of-evidence is unattainable, independent applicability will be used. One
advantage that independent applicability had for us was that we could develop WET testing,
evaluation of the chemical-specific water quality criteria, and the bioassessment/biocriterla

process separately. We will be forced by weight-of-evidence to integrate these approaches. The
WET Rule was wri_en to meet the demands of independent applicability including the EPA
•requirementthat one test failure represents an enforceable permit limit violation.

3_ Narrative WET criteria are preferred because they allow the regulatory flexibility necessary for
weight-of-evidence. Because we currently have narrative toxicity criteria in our Water Quality
Standards,we already have the flexibility to use either WET or chemical-specific limits when a
reasonable potential to exceed has been demonstrated. Federal regulations allow us to use
chlorine limbs instead of WET limits for any chlorinated discharge and take samples for WET
before the chlorinator or by dechiorinating the sample. See 40 CFR 122.44(d)(1)(v).

WET criteria should take into consideration beneficial uses and use attainability. These
considerations must especially be taken into account in orderto avoid unnecessarily burdening
discharges to low (or no) flow streams.

Site-specific WET criteria and the use of enforcement discretion are also included in the draft
st_-ategy.

HI. How Does Our WET Program Work?

A. WETTestReviewandReport

The Water QualityProgramhasover 3,000 WET tests from about 120 permittees in a database..
These tests were reviewed for consistency with the test method and to see that any adverse effects
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detected were due to toxicity and not to variability or another source of organism stress. We believe
that our database is the most extensive in the nation. The databaseallows us to provide a valuable
service to permit managers and permittees who can request a summary table of WET test results.
This service saves permit nmnagers and perminees the time of compiling the WET test results f_om
their own files. In addition, not all labs use EPA approved statistics to get the numbers that they
report to perminees. We recalculate the WET test results using EPA approved statistics. A table
produced fi'om our database has accurate numbers and focuses on the information that will be used to
make regulatory decisions.

WET test review by the WET Coordinator is a necessary and time.consuming activity. WET test
results should not be accepted fTomlabs at face value without a quality assurance review. Labs send
the WET test report first to the permittee whose effluent was tested. Very few permittees have the
time or expertise to review a WET test report. The permittee then sends the WET test report m the
Ecology regional office responsible for issuing and enforcing the permit (or to the Industrial Section
if the permittee is a pulp mi11,oil refinery, or alnminum smeller) where a record is made of the receipt
of a test report submitted in orderto meet a permit requirement. The regional offices and Industrial
Section generally lack the time, expertise, and tools to conduct a detailed review of a WET test
report. The test report is then forwarded to the Water Quality Program's Permit Management Section
where the WET Coordinator conducts a detailed review of test quality and makes a database entry.

Test reviews always begin with the raw data on the lab bench sheets in order to check for entry errors
and arithmetic mistakes by the lab. Data entry and arithmetic errors are the most common mistakes
currently being made by labs now that problems with sample handling and test conditions have been
reduced by conducting a detailed review of all WET test reports received for the last three years.
Less detailed reviews were conducted on some WET tests as long as five years ago and were not as
effective in improving lab performance. Sample handling and test conditions such as temperature,
test containers, number of replicates, and age of test organisms are checked and occasional problems
are still found. Control performance and reference toxicant testing are noted when deficient.

Another important reason for WET test review is the identification of"anomalous test results where
• adverse effects on test organisms do not fit a concentration-response relationship. Factors other than
tOXiCity(disease, contaminated glassware, test method variability, etc.) can produce adverse effects
on test organisms, but only toXicity tends to produce a concentration-response relationship. A
concentration-response relationship where response increases with concentration is a good identifier
of toXicity as opposed to other sources of organism stress. Excluding tests without a good
concea_ation-response relationship greatly reduces the chance for a false positive. We do not usually
reject an anomalous test and ask for it to be repeated unless the anomalous test result would have
consequences for the permittee. Many anomalous test results occur in tests on effluents that do not
appear to be toxic at levels of regulatory concern and nothing is gained by test rejection.

Test review and database entry is closely integrated and has many activities in common. This means
that for a slight effort beyond database entry we also get a detailed test review, and for a slight
increase in effort over a detailed test review we get a database entry. The database records include
test data and a few of the important test conditions. En_ errors and arithmetic mistakes by the lab
are discovered and corrected during our database entry process. A good fraction of our checklist of
required test conditions also are entered into the database and can be checked during entry.
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The next step a/let making an accurate data ernS' and checking the test conditions is to recalculate
statistics. Even when labs have made an accurate data _ay that we do not need to correct, they will
perform inappropriate statistics at times. Not all labs understand the statistics in the EPA toxicity test
manua/s or know what to do if the data presents special problems. Sometimes the statistical software
used by the lab will not perform the correct statistics. We must currently use two different statistics
applications in orderto meet all of our needs, and most labs have standardized on only one statistics
package for the sake of efficiency.

The WET test and its review are actually recorded in two separate databases at the present time. One
database stores test dataand runs statistics. The other database stores the results of the detailed test

review and generates a summary report of the review. The summary report along with a printout of
the test dataand statistics is sent to the regional office responsible for the permit or to the Industrial
Section From there, the test review summary is intended to be sent to the permittee whose effluent
was tested.

, B. Services provided to Ecology Staff, Permittees, and Labs

The WET Coordinator in the Permit Management Section of the Water Quality Program provides the
following technical assistance to other Ecology su_ to permirtees, and to labs:

]Ecology filcility managers in the regional offices and Industrial Section are assisted with
establishing permit conditions for WET. In addition to the standard permit language discussed
below in D. Status of'the Tools to provide these Services, staffis provided with guidance on
selection of"test species, setting of"monitoring frequencies, and handling of"atypical situations
such as incomplete effluent characterizations. WET test results are reviewed, compiled, and
interpreted in light of WET Rule requirements.

_" Permittees are advised on selecting a lab and how to use test review summaries to track lab
performance. Permittees are also assisted in understanding permit requirements and the purposes
and techniques for WET testing. Guidance is provided to perminees on how to instruct the lab to
use a dilution series that will give the most fair and accurate measurement of effluent toxicity.
Permittees may request a table of'their compiled WET test results and receive assistance in
interpreting these results.

Ecology staffis assisted with review and implementation of TI/RE plans. Permittees and labs are
given advice on TI/RE strategies. Permittees are assisted in tracking and evaluating lab
performance ofT]/REs. A permittee gave Water Quality Program staff credit in a report for
giving them advice that saved much time and money in finishing a difficult TI/RE.

Labs are assisted in understanding permit requirements so they can perform tests that best meet
the needs of their clients, the permittees. Labs call for advice when unanticipated events will
prevent performance of the test as planned. If possible, they are told how to modify the test
conditions to .adaptto the unfortunate circumstances and still provide an acceptable test to the
pe_-_Mttee.Labs are kept informed of their test performance by the test review summaries. The
WET test database is sometimes used to provide a lab with information on how its test
performance compares to other labs in order to encourage improvement.
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C. Servicesprovided to EPA, States,and the Scientific Commm_ity

Because thedatabaseof WET test resultsis so comprehensiveandaccurate,k providesuseful
informationfarbeyondthebordersof the state. Examplesof theuses forthe d_n_include:

_, A panelof scientistsfrom California,Oregon,andWashingtonreviewed bivalve development
test controlresultsto determineif mussels andoystersreallydo performdifferentlyas hadbeen
assumed. They discoveredthatmussel co-t_ulsperformas well as oystercontrols. The test
method will be revised to reflectthis fact.

Wisconsinrequestedall of the Se/ena,urum test resultsfromthe databasein order to assist in a
decisionon whetherto implementthe use of this test in its program.

EPA has contracteda statisticianto developa bioequivalenceapproachfor WET tests.
Bioequivalence is a promisingstatisticaltechniquewhich couldreduceboth false positive and

, false negativeWETtest resultsandhasbeenrecommendedby sciemi.qs at the Pellston Workshop
asa potentialsolutionto problemswithWET test statistics. Thestatisticianwill be using
Ceriodaphraaandfatheadminnowchronictest resultsfromourdatabasein this effort.

> The WaterQualityProgramwill be usingthe _iJt.haseto informinterestedpartiesaroundthe
nationthatmonitoringfrequenciesaretoo low becauseof WETtest cost ExpensiveWETtests
are being used to generatemostlynegativeresults,which is not a cost-effect approach. Effiuem
toxicity is usuallyepisodic andcommonmonitoringfrequenciesare inadequatefor characterizing
or even reliablydetectingit.

D. Status of the Tools to provide these Services

We have developedstandardpermitlanguage,internalguidancein thePermit Writer's Mmmal, two
levels of guidance forpermitte_, detailedguidancefor labs,andthenation's largest andmost
comprehensivedatabaseof test results. The statusof each of these tools is discussed below:

The permitlanguagehasrecentlybeenrevisedto be shorterandsimpler. New permitandfact
sheet standardlanguagewas distributedin April1997. The switchto West Coast specieswas
begunin the newly revised permitlan_,_e. WestCoastspecies arepreferablein orderto reduce
thepotentialfor the release of an exotic species or a disease. The new language also
implementeda morecommon sense approachto WET testingof chlorinateddischarges.

The laboratory Guidance and WholeEffluent Toxicity TestReview Cnterm document(canary
book)was finalizedandgiven a July 15, 1997,effective date. The canarybook was developed
withinput fromtheaccreditedlabs and basedon our experiencewith WET test reviews. It
providesinstructionson everythingfrom samplehandlingto reportsubmission. The canarybook
also identifiesproblemareas and comprehensivelylists our test review criteria. Thisdocument
will not only resulrinWET test resultsthataremorereliable,butwill also allow simplificationof
permitlanguageby directlycommunicatingto labsinstructionsthatwe previouslydelivered
indirectlythroughpermitlanguage.
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The two guidance documents for permittees are three years old and could be updated and
expanded. A helpful addition would be guidance on choomnE a lab. Cmidance could be written
on how to use our test reviews to _ a lab's ongoing perform--ce. The permittee guidance
needs to explain the purpose and general contents of the canary book.

ThePermif Writer's Manual is being updated to explain the use of West Coast species, to give
instructions on the new strategy for handling chlorinated effluents, and to address the withdrawal
of Appendix C of40 _ Part 403 which is referenced in the WET Rule. The most recent update
was accomplished in July 1997. The database might be able to provide useful information to
supplement WAC 173-205-040 in deciding which discharges should have WET testing

The WET information system is divided into two incompletely integrated databases which rely
upon two statistical packages, only one of which can update a database. One database interacts
with the test dam and statistics, and the otherkeeps records of test reviews and permittee
information The statistical package that interacts with the database cannot be used to determine
compliancewith ourWET limits and ha_other flaws as well This flawed statistics package has
been dropped by/ts producer and is very inflexible in test setup and endpoint calculations which
will cause trouble because there will be no updates when test methods change. The statistics
package that analyzes tests properly is aLsoflexible with test setup and endpoints, but will not
work with our database. Our test review system would be more time-efficient and our database
would be more useful and accurate ffthe databases were completely integrated and combined

with the correct statistics package. A commercial sottxvare producer is currently adding database
capability to the more useful statistics package. When ready, it will be available for about $2,000
and win justify the expense though increased efficiency and productivity.

In 1995, we recorded and reviewed 333 acute WET tests and 165 chronic tests. That represents
an average of 15 hours per week of staff time. This time may increase due to the growing
inefficiencies described above. If the measures described above to increase efficiency are
implemented, the 15 hours per week will move down closer to l0 hours per week. This
improvement is especially needed since one person now performs all test processing and other
WET activities.

IV. Future Directions for the WET Program

A. Improvements to the Existing Program

Better Information Flow

The most critical problem facing the WET program is poor information flow. The inefficient
information flow creates backlogs of test reports waiting review and slows the review process.
Permittees may have trouble demonstrating compliance with permit requirements as a result.
Incorrect information reaches too many people while accurate information sometimes does not reach
everyone who should see it.
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The average length of rime in 1996 from test scm dazeto submission to the WET CoordinAtor for
review is 88 days and is often much longer. Permits require permittees to take action in response to
effluent toxicity within a specified number of days. We may not have reached a decision on test
accepmbifity or even received the test results before most of these time limits have expired. This is
especially true for transient toxicity report and toxicity identification/reduction evaluation plan
submittals. If the permittee responds on the basis of a poorly understood and possibly poorly
prepared lab report, then they run the risk of wasting their time and money or incorrectly ignoring an
important regulatory requirement. If the permirteewaits for the _lmennry report from the Ecology

facilit7 manager, then the time limit will sometimes have expired without the required response. As
permit limits for WET become more common, this situation is likely to cause trouble.

Average Terneto Processa WET Test

!Ito sul_mit
Into for_

o 50 100 150 [::3torenew
arm-age# days

Another aspect of the information flow problem is that the results of a WET test are not considered
f'maJuntil the WET CoordinAtorhas reviewed the test report, checked data entry and smustics,
evaluated conc_on-response, and provided a regulatory interpretation of the results. Each place
to which the test report is sent priorto submission for review adds time to the process and increases
exposure to potentially faulty or incomplete information. The test review mimmaries should r=hace
the.path completely, but frequently the test review summaries do not reach the permirtees. They even
more rarely get back to the labs conducting the tests.

The Water Quality Permit Life Cycle System (37¢PLCS)is the information system which tracks the
status of permits and of permittee compliance with the permits. WPLCS coordinators aroundthe
state maice entries based on submission of WET test reports by permittees. The WPLCS coordinators
have diff'lculty making accurate entries for WET test submissions because the reports are complex
and the review by the WET coordinator has not happened yet. Entries are made inconsistently
around the state. An incomplete entry might someday cause a permittee to be assumed by the public
to have not complied with a permit requirement for WET testing.

The first step toward resolving the information flow problem is to shorten the path for WET test
reports as much as possible. The shortest and most efficient path would be from the lab directly to
the WET CoordinAtorin the Water Quality ProgranL The lab could send a simultaneous report to the
permi_ee. If direct submission from the labs is not acceptable, then permittees should send the WET
test reports directly to the WET Coordinator for test entry and review.

In either case, the WET Coordinator should send the WET test review summaries simultaneously to
the staffwho issues and enforces the permits and to the permittees themselves. Labs should also get
copies of the test review summaries in order to be able to evaluate their performance of the tests.
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The next step would be to improve the WET Test Information Management System (WETHMS) to
automatically generate cover letters for tr_n.ernittingWET test review summaries to permittees and
labs. A link would also be needed between WETTIMS and WPLCS. A set of consistent standard

fields for statewide use in tracking WET information in WPLCS should be implemented. Scripts
could then be written to automatically update these fields from WETTIMS entries. WPLCS would

be kept updated with complete and timely information, and the WPLCS coordinators would have
extratime for more appropriateprojects than attempting to figure out WET test reports.

Test review and database entry by the WET Coordinator since January 1996 added an average of 58
days to the process. The goal is to shorten thi._to 21 days. The Laboratory Guidance and Whole
Effluent Toxicity Test Review Criteria document will streamline test review decisions and reduce the
amount of effort for substandardtests (more will be rejected) after the July 15, 1997, effective date.
WET test performance and reporting has generally improved over the years making test review
easier. The speed of test processing has also been improved by computer upgrades and will improve
again when obsolete software is replaced. The WET Coordinator will primarily be concentrating on
test review, technical assistance, updating the Laboratory Gu/dance and Whole Effluent Toxicity Test
Review Criteria document, and coorclinAtin_the evaluation of rapid screening tests. These duties
should be compatible with a 21-day test ram-around time.

B. ImprovementsPossible with Changes m StateRegulations

Use WET to Evaluate Metals Compliance

WAC 173-201A-040 could be revised to allow consistent passing oftbe acute WET performance
standard to substitute for evaluating the discharge for the acute water quality criteria for metals. The
environment would still be protected because the acute WET performance standard is anplled to 100
.p__centeffluent and the tests used to measure its a-ttammentoften exceed the duration of exposure of
or_#nisms within me _ zone: About 50 percent or-me perlmttees represented in the WET
database have consistently met the acute performance standard, and thi_ percentage could improve as
anomalous test identification becomes easier because WET tests using a dilution series have replaced
single concentration tests. This action can save many permittees the cost of monitoring for metals
because the acute metals criteria more often result in permit limits than the chronic metals criteria do.

:._ It will also simplify the writing of those permits. Allowins passed WET tests to count for
compliance with metals criteria is a more efficient approach than repeated development of site-
specific criteria or water effects ratios. The incentive system in chapter 173-205 WAC will be
strengthened because the reward for meetinS the acute WET performance standard will be
substantially increased.

Give More Reali,s'ae Credit for Dilution

The 1000:1 credit for dilution contained in WAC 173-205-040(3), which was taken from a
recommendation in EPA's Technical Support Document, is in error. The WET database contains
several tests which showed statistically si_,nificant toxicity at a dilution of around 1000:1 or lower.
The worst case WET test had statistically significant toxicity at a 4000:1 dilution (0.025 percent
effluent). The dilution credit in WAC 173-205-040(3) needs to be lowered to at least 4000:1 for the
industries demonsuating toxicity at very low levels.
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On theotherhand,theWET databasecouldbeexaminedforjustificationtoraisethe1000:ldilution
inWAC 173-205-040(3)forPublicOwned TreatmentWorks (POTW). The same evaluationusedbv

EPA to determine the 1000:1 cutoff in the Technical Support Document would be used. If an
adequate number of toxicity tests are present in the database to define a "worst case" toxicity, for
POTWs, then effluent concentrations below the "worst case" could be considered likely to be safe
andno chronicWET testing wouldberequired.

An initialreviewofthedatabaseindicatesthattheworstcasemightbecloseto150:I dilution,and
eventhoughonlyaboutI0POTWs havethisdilutionratio,thecostsavingwouldbe considered
significantbythem.

C. New Strategies for RegulatingEffluentandReceiving Water Toxicity

The new effluent monitoring and toxicity coau-ol strategy proposed below would require revision of
Chapter 173-205 WAC. The benefi_ gained would include more realistic momtoring frequencies,
avoidance of the controversy associated with water qualm-based WET limbs, knowing the pattern of
toxicity before beginning a TI/RE, and use of more cost-effective toxicity measurement and control
techniques. A gradual shiR in emphasis from point source discharges to direct evaluations of state
waters is also involved.

EffZuem Monitoring and To.xic_yControl

1. Evaluate NPDES permit applicants in accordance with WAC 173-205-040 (either revised as

above, or the same as today) to determine if an effluent characterization for WET is necessary.

2. Discharges determined to need an effluent characterization for WET are required to conduct rapid
screening tests at some frequency such as monthly or every other week. These rapid screening
tests are initially conducted in as high a concentration of effluent as practical in order to
maximize test sensitivity. More discussion of the use of rapid screening tests is contained below
in section V. D. Variability of Effluent Toxicity and the Use of Rapid Screening Tests.

3. If toxicity is detected by a rapid screening test, then the monitoring frequency is increased in
order to determine the pattern of toxicity. The length of time needed to develop a pattern of
toxicitywillvary.Continuousorfrequenttoxicitywillmove theinvestigationimmediatelyinto
thenextstep.Thepatternforinfrequenttoxicitywilltakelongertodetermine,butwillmake for
more cost-effectiveuseofstandardWET testsandTIE procedures,whichwillbe scheduledwhen
effluenttoxicityismore likely.The patternitselfmay containhintsastothesourceoftoxicity.

4. When a patternbeginstoemerge,thestandardizedWET testsarealsoconductedinorderto
developacorrelationwiththerapidscreeningtestsanddeterminetheneedforfurther
investigation.

5. Ifa rapidscreeningtestissi_,nificantlymoresensitivethanthestandardizedWET tests,thenthe
concentrationofeffluenttestedwiththerapidScreenin_testisloweredtobemore equivalentto
theWET test.OnlytherapidscreeningtestsandstandardizedWET testsprovidinga consistent
responsetotoxicityarecontinuedinuse.
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6. If a standardized WET test demonstrates toxicity at concentrations representing the point of
compliance, i.e., edge of mixing zone during low flow conditions, then a TI/RE plan is developed
and implemented. The TI/RE plan should focus primarily on identifying and reducing, toxicants
in the discharge, but should also not ignore other measures which might be adequately protective
such as restricting potentially toxic activities during low flows or increasing the monitoring
frequency during low flows. A water quality-based WET limit would be a part of any toxicity
remedial measure relying on an increased monitoring frequency during low flows.

7. If a discharger believes that no remedy for toxicity is economically reasonable and the Water
Quality Program agrees, then the discharger may begin gathering information to be used in a
weight-of-evidence analysis of the potential impact of the discharge. The persistence and fate of
the toxicant should be determined. Bioassessments, ambient toxicity testin_ and in s/tu toxicity
testing should also be used if appropriate. The circumstances during low flow events must be
considered. If the weight-of-evidence analysis demonstrates that indigenous organisms in the
vicinity of the outfall have a negligible risk of adverse effects from the discharge during low
flows, then toxicity reduction will be considered unnecessary.

8. Any information gathered by Ecology as a part of an ambient monitoring program can be used to
supplement or verify the weight-of-evidence information supplied by a discharger.

9. ARer completion of the TI/RE or weight-of-evidence analysis, the discharger will return to the
original monitoring frequency with rapid screening tests. Only the rapid screening tests
responding to effluent toxicity need be continued.

Shi_ng Focus to Evaluations of Ambient Waters

Routine ambient toxicity testing would identify toxicity hotspots allowing resources to be allocated to
f'Lxingproblems sooner and more effciently. Where there are no problems, then we would have
justification for a lower commitment of agency or permittee resources. The d_A_baseof ambient

toxicity test results could become a success measure or environmental index. The ambient te_nE for
a watershed should be centrally coordinated to be cost-effective and maintain a high level of
confidence in the results. The case for regulating nonpoint sources (=ormwater, agriculture, etc.)
would also be strengthened by focusing on toxicity from all sources. Hall, et al., demonstrated that
ambient toxicity tests could be used to find exceedances of water qua_y criteria and detect unknown
toxicants in Chesapeake Bay [I]. Hartwell, et al., demonstrated that ambient toxicity test results
correlated with fish community diversity in Chesapeake Bay [2].

The advantages of ambient toxicity testing are:

_) Toxicity tests are broad spectrum and will detect any toxicant or toxicant combination. Chemical
analysis is efficient only when all of the potential toxicants are known and the list is small in
number. When there is a large number of potential toxicants or the possibility of unknown
toxicants, toxicity testing is the best method for assessing water quality.

_) Ambient toxicity tests assess environmental impacts under real world conditions. There is no
need to worry whether the analytical method is over-estimating impacts by including
nonbioavallable finctions in the evaluation. For example, the controversy over dissolved versus
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total recoverable metals is completely avoided. Watershed assessment and management would be
more efficient. Assessment of impacts would be more real world and defensible.

Toxichy tests can be chosen w fit specific circ_lm_snces. T_n E can be done with important
local species that were not necessarily used in deriving the chemical-specific water quality
criteria. The variety of toxicity tests available for ambient testing is qune large since we are not ,
confined to only those tests approved for NPDES compliance monitoring. Baskets of mussels can
be placed in important areas of Puget Sound and colleczed later to provide dam on mortality,
growth, and bioconcentration_ Bivalve embryo-larval development tests could provide warning
of toxic dinoflage/late blooms resulting from poUmion. Samples from estuaries can be routinely
tested for impairment of salmon smoltification Inland rivers could be monhored for acutely toxic
effects to indigenous trom and theh"invertebrate prey. Ambient toxicity testing could be an
important part of a salmon recovery _gy.

If managed correctly, an ambient toxicity testing programwould better protect the environment and
justify reducing permit requirements in some circumstances. The public would generally approve. In
addition, we would be expanding the body of knowledge on state waters by continuing the tradition
of using ambient toxicity tests to evaluate state wam_s [3-6].

Routine bioassessments of state waters would have m_ny of the same benefr_s as ambient toxicity
testing and would be a very relevant and comprehensive measure ofwater qu_ty. Bioassessments
could also be a success measure or partof an environmental index. All sources of water quality
impairment would be simultaneously assessed. Ambient toxicity testing including m _ru testing
could help fill information gaps when biosssessment confidence is low. IfNPDES permittees alone
are relied upon to provide the bioassessments, then some areas will get more assessment than needed
and other areas will get less. The assessments will not be coordinated and the overall picture will be
fuzzy. The information qual_ will be lower if the bioassessments are not coordinated as a part of
the evaluation of each watershed in the state.

[1] Hall, L.W., Jr.i M.C. Ziegenfuss, R.D. Anderson, and W.D. Killen, Jr. Use of Esmarine
Water Column Tests for Detecting Toxic Conditions in Ambient Areas of the Chesapeake
Bay Watershed. Environ. ToxicoL Chem. 14:267-278. 1995.

[2] Haz_ell, I.S., et al. Correlation of Measures of Ambient Toxicity and Fish Community
Diversity in Chesapeake Bay, USA, Tributaries - Urbanizing Watersheds. Environ. Toxicol.
Chem. 16:2556-2567. 1997.

[3] Woelke, C. E. Development of a Receiving Water Quality Bioassay Cmerion Based on the
48-Hour Pacific Oyster (Cra._ostrea giga_) Embryo. Washington Deparunent of Fisheries,
Management andResearch Division, Technical Report No. 9, October 1972.

[4] CardweU, R.D., C.E. Woelke, M.I. Carr, and E.W. Sanborn. Toxic Substance and Water
Quality Effects on Larval Marine Organisms. Washin_on Department of Fisheries,
Technical Report No. 45, April 1979.

[5] Cardwell, R.D., S. Olsen, M.I. Cart, and E.W. Sanborn. Causes of Oyster Larvae Mortality in
South Puget Sound. Washington Department of Fisheries, Research and Development
Division, NOAA Technical Memorandum ERL MESA-39, April 1979.
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[6] Dinnel, P.A., F.S. Ott, and Q.J. Stober. Renton Sewage Treatment Plant Project: Seahurst
Baseline Study, Volume 1O,Section 12, and Marine Toxicology. University of Washington,
School of Fisheries, Fisheries Research Institute, December 1984.

V. Supporting Discussions and General Conclusion

A. Biological Relevance of WETTests

Each WET test has been standardized to measure one or two specific responses of a single test

species of an exact age at an exact test t,_mperature for a certain length of time. These and several
other standard conditions for each test type were chosen to provide a successful test result. None
were chosen to match receiving water conditions.

The primary purpose of the standard test conditions is to optimize test organism performance. The
Ceriod_hrlta and fathead minnow chronic tests aretun at 25 ° C because neither reproduction nor
growth wiU adequately occur at a lower temperature. These chronic tests are run for seven days to
give enough time for quantifiable differences in reproduction and growth between test concentrations
to develop. Test durations longer than seven days would conform better to what are considered to be
true chronic exposures, but timely response to toxicity would be hindered and the extra expense
would discourage routine use of the test. Similar considerations in establishing standard test
conditions have produced a suite of toxicity tests which are as practical for use in routine monitoring
as can be expected. A secondary, but equally important reason for standard test conditions is so that
the tests perform predictably and consistently.

Many test species were chosen because they are available by culturing which keeps costs low and
tends to provide uniform sensitivity. Test species must also be adaptable to handling within a lab
environment. An age for testing was chosen to represent a sensitive life stage. The biological
response to be assessed was selected to be both practical to measure and biologically important, but
because of the huge number of potential toxic effects, most had to be neglected in the development of
the testing program. Survival, growth, development, and various reproductive events (asexual
production of neonates, fertilization, egg production) have been developed as test endpoints for a
limited number of species.

The biological relevance of WET tests is an area oflmavoidable uncertainty. The tests might be
underprotective because only a few biological responses from s few test species are being measured.
Test organisms are kept at ideal constant temperatures, handled gently, and fed regularly while
receiving water organisms might be stressed, starving and extremely susceptible to toxicity.
Receiving water organisms can also be weakened by previous exposure to toxicity from another
upstream effluent or from the same effluent in a marine bay with tidal recirculation.

On the other hand, the WET tests might be overprotective. Standard test duration usually greatly
exceeds the exposure that .6milar organisms receive in the effluent plume. Test solutions usually
have higher temperatures and lower dissolved and suspended solids than the receiving water, and
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these differences often increase wxi¢ity in the WET test. Natural selection will weed weak
individuals out of wild stocks while the ideal conditions of a lab culture allow them to survive,
accumulate, and perhaps be more sensitive w the toxicity of an effluent sample. Receiving water
organisms also have the ability to avoid effluent plumes while test organisms c_nnot escape the test

container. '.

Clearly the standardizedtestsare preferableeven though they rarely reproducereceivingwater
conditions. The standardized tests provide the most practical and consistem measurements of

effluent or receiving water toxicity available. TIE procedures have only been developed for the
standardized tests. Bioassessments, indigenous species resting and in s_tu testing can help resolve
some of the unce _rminuesassociated with the standardized tests if a reasonable weight-of-evidence

approach is implemented, but any toxicity detected would be most efficiently identified using a TIE
based on a standardized toxicity test. A TIE can become very expensive if the toxicant is not
identified within a few a_empts and should be performed using an established technique in a lab
experienced in the technique.

t

B. Ecological Relevanceof WET Tests

The validity of a test method is its ability to accuramly measure or predict events in the real world. In
the case of WET mszing validity would relam to the ability of the tests to predict the presence or
absence, ofadverse effectsinthe receivingwater.Adverse effects inreceivingwatersare measured

by bioassessments where the number and taxonomic diversity of receiving water organisms are
compared to .nimpacted reference sites. The validity of WET testing is evaluated by comparing the
remits of'WET tests to bioassessments just downstream of the discharge.

Studiesby EPA and North CRrolin_haveshown WET tests to correlate well with negative impacts in
the receiving water. U.S. EPA conducted studies on nine freshwater stre_m._and has shown that
WET testing can predict adverse impacts on receiving water organisms [1 - 9]. The North Carolina
study involved 43 permitted discharges with permit limits for chronic toxicity. Ceriodaphnia was
used to test compliance with these permit limits, and bioassessments were done to measure the
impacts of the discharges. The test for compliance with the chronic toxicity limit was 88 percent
successful in predicting the presence or absence of toxicity impacts in the receiving water
downstream of the discharge. This is a good demonstration of'the validity of WET testinE
Differences in timing between sampling of the wastewater and conducting of the instream survey
could account for some of the failures in prediction [10].

For reasons discussed below, studies of impacts on marine organisms near discharges to saltwater are
more dif_cult than studies of impacts in freshwater. In order to make a comparison between WET
and receiving water impacts in sakwater, U.S. EPA sampled the wastewater from seven industrial and
municipal discharges and found that the WET test results usually agreed with toxicity tests on
ambient samples token in the discharge plume. Seventy-three percem of the receiving water _rnples
predicted by the whole effluent tests to be toxic were toxic and 92 percent of the receiving water
samples predicted by the whole effluent tests to be nontoxic were nontoxic [11].

In spke of the successful comparisons discussed above, it is not a reasonable expectation that WET
tests should be completely predictive of receiving water impacts. A link between WET and receiving
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w_er imps_ cannot be demonstrated in many cases because of the complexity of'the relationship
between the discharge and the receiving environment. Benthic organisms are by far the easiest
organisms to survey for impacts because they are less mobile than organisms which swim or _ m the
water cohmm. These b_hic organisms sustain a nearly constant exposm'eby remaining relatively
stationary in the efl_ueut plume and are easy to collect and quamify. However, if the efl_uem is less
dense than the receiving water and rises after discharge, then benthic organisms are poor indicators
because they have little exposure to the effluent. In deeper _eshwaters or m marine waters, effluents
will rise and any effects on receiving water organisms will be difficuk to measure.

This is especially true for discharges to marine water where currents and water depth vary nvice a day
with the tides making exposure dm-afionsand conc_,i,_ons difficult to assess. In addition, most
effluents are freshwater, which is less dense than saltwater and rises in the water cold,me spreading out
in a layer instead of mixinE. Effluents can also be less dense when they are warmer than the receiving
water regardless of whether the receiving water is freshwater or saltwater. All of these factors can
make it imnossible to predict exactly where the toxic impacts will occur.

Another difficulty in establishing the link between WET tests and receivitfg water impacts is the
mobility of organisms within the environmenL In large bodies of water, organisms can be recruited
into the vicinity of a discharge from unaffected areas. The effluent may be having a severe impact on
senskive organisms in the vicinity of the discharge, but these organisms are continually being replaced
with organisms which are less sensitive because they are older, larger, or a different species. Under
these circamsmnces, a toxic imnact (if present) can be hidden from observation and measurement in the
environment. A toxic impact from a wastewater discharge can also be hidden from observation if the
receiving water is already seriously degraded by other sources or by habitat alteration.

A link between WET and receiving water impacts should not be assumed to exist in ",hose
circum_ances discussed above where it cannot be measured. It is also true that the inability to detect an
adverse effect does not mean that an effluent is not causing one. The EPA and North Carolina vaiidity
studies demonstrated a link between toxicity testing and receiving water impacts under those
circumstances (mostly single discharges to effluent-dominated s_'eams) where it was reasonable to
expect to have measurable effects that correlated with WET tests. The inability under many
circumstances to detect the impact of efflueut toxicky on receiving water organisms results in
uncertainty about the presence or absence of such impacts and the need for regulatory action.

Ambient toxicity testing (testing a sample of ambient water) and in situ toxicity testing (placing test
organisms in cages in the ambient water) can fill information gaps left by la'aditional WET testing and
bioassessmeuts or help resolve conflicting results. They will be valuable components in a weight-of-
evidence approach These techniques move the measurement of toxicity into the ecosystem being
protected and can help better estabfish the role of effluent toxicity in environmental degradation, but
they cannot remove all uncertainty and may become expensive in the attempt to do so.

[1] Mount, D., N. Thomas, M. Barbour, T. Norberg, T. Roush, and R. Brandes. Effluent and
Ambient Toxicity Testing and Instream Community Response on the Ottawa River, Lima,
Ohio. Permits Division, Washington D.C., Office of Research and Development, Duluth,
MN, EPA/600/3-g4-08O, August 1984.
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[2] Mount,D.I.,andT.J.Norberg-King,(ed).ValidityofEffluentandAmbientToxicityTests
forPredictingBiologicalImpact,ScippoCreek,Circleville,Ohio.U.S.Environmental
ProtectionAgency,EPA/600/3-85/044,June1985.

[3] Mount,D. I.,etel.,(ed).ValidityofEffluentandambientToxicityTestsforPredicting,
BiologicalImpact,Five-MileCreek,andBirminghAm Alabama.U.S.Environmental
ProtectionAgency,EPA/600/$-85/015,1985.

[4] Mount D. I.,A.E.Steen,andT.Norberg-Kiag,(_I).ValidityofEffluentandAmbient
ToxicityTestsforPredictingBiologicalImpact,BackRiver,BaltimoreHarbor,and
Maryland.U.S.EnvironmentalProtectionAgency,EPA 600/8-86/001,July1986.

[5] Mount D.I.,T.Norberg-King,andA.E.Steen,(ed).ValidityofEffluentandAmbient
ToxicityTestsforPredictingBiologicalImpact,Naugamck River,andWaterbury,
Connecticut.U.S.EnvironmentalProtectionAgency,EPA 600/8-86/005,May 1986.

[6] Norberg-King,T.J.,D.I.Mount (ed).ValidityofEffluent'andAmbientToxicityTestsfor
PredictingBiologicalImpact,SkeletonCreek,andEnid,Oklahoma.U.S.Environmental
ProtectionAgency,EPA 60018-86/002,Match 1986.

[7] Mount,D. I.,A.E.Steen,T.Norberg-King,(ed).ValidityofEffluentandAmbientToxicity
Tests for Predicting Biological Impact, Ohio River, Wheeling, West V'_nia. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, EPA 600/3-85/071, March 1986.

[8] Mount D. I. and T. Norberg-King, (ed). Validity of Effluent and Ambient Toxicity Tests for
Predicting Biological Impact, Kanawha River, and Charleston, West Virginia. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, EPA 600/3-86/006. July 1986.

[9] U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Biomonitoring to Achieve Control of Toxic
Effluents. EPA 62518-87/013, 1987.

[10] Eagieson, K.W., D.L. Lenat, L.W. Ausley, and F.B. W'mborne. Comparison of measured in-
stream biologibal responses with responses predicted by Ceriodaphnia chromc toxicity tests.
Environ. Toxicol. Chem., 8: 1019-1028, 1989

[11] Schimmel, S.C., G.E. Morrison and M.A. Heber. Marine Complex Effluent Toxicity
Program: Test Sensitivity, Repeatability, and Relevance to Receiving Water Toxicity.
Envirom Toxtcol. Chem., 8: 739-746. 1989

C. Variability of WET Tests

One measure of test method's reliability is its precision. The precision of a test method is the ability
to produce the same result over time within the same lab (intralaboratory) or between different labs
(interlaboratory) and is usually quantified as the coefflciem of variation (standard deviation + the
mean and expressed as a percent) obtained during the precision study of the method. Intralaboratory
precision is the ability of a single laboratory to obtain consistent results with repeated performance of
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a test method. Interlabora_ry precision is the ability ofseveral laboratories m obtain consi_em
results when all are using the same test method. Consistent results have low coefficients of variation.

As a part of an agreement se_ng permit appeals by the marine discharging pulp mili_, a study was
conducted in this state to evaluate four marine chronic WET tests to det=.-ine the variabifity of these
tests when testing several pulp mill effluents. The study was designed and evaluated by a
Biomonhoring Science Advisory Board (BSAB) of five highly regarded toxicologists _om the West
Coast. The board members were chosen with industry input. These four WET tests included two that
are among the most senskive WET tests in use, and test variability tends to rise with sensitivity.
Even so, both of these highly sensitive toxicity tests (bivalve development and echinoderm
fertilization tests) were recommended for regulatory use by the BSAB. [l - 3]

The BSAB decided that tests with an intralaboratory coefficient of variation < 85 percent (95 percent
for imerlaboratory) were acceptable, and those tests with an intralaboratory coefficient of variation <
60 percent (70 percent for interlaborawry) were considered good. Excellent toxicity tests are
considered to have intralaboratory coefficients of variation < 35 percent (45 percent for
interlaboratory). The highest average interlaborat_)rycoefficients of variation for the bivalve
development test were 59 percent (CdCI2) and 52 percent (pulp mill e_[luelxt). The highest average
interlaboratory coefficients of variation for the echinoderm fertili_,_Hontest were 70 percent (CdCI2)
and 54 percent (pulp mill effluent). The highest average intralaboratory coefficient of variation for
the bivalve development test was 54 percent (CdCl2) and for the echinoderm fertili_,Ationtest was 58
percent (CdCl2). EPA has measured the variability of their acute and chronic toxicity test methods
and produced coefficients of variation that were also acceptable according to the BSAB criteria and
generallyasgood aschemicalanalysis.[4-9]

[I] Pastorak,R.A.,et.al.West CoastMarineSpeciesChronicProtocolVariabilityStudy.PTI
EnvironmentalServices,Bellevue,WA, February1994.

[2] BiomonitoringScienceAdvisoryBoard.BSAB Report#I,CriteriaforAcceptableVariability
ofMarineChronicToxicityTestMethods.WashingtonDept.ofEcology.February1994.

[3] BiomonitoringScienceAdvisoryBoard.BSAB Report#2,Evaluationof'Resultsand
Recommended TestMethods.WashingtonDept.ofEcology.February1994.

[4] Chapman,G.A.,et.al.(ed).Short-TermMethodsforEstimatingtheChronicToxicityof
EffluentsandReceivingWaterstoWest CoastMarineandEstuarineOrganisms,EPA/600/R-
95/136,August1995.

[5] Klemm D.J.,et.al.(ed).Short-TermMethodsforEstimatingtheChronicToxicityof
EffluentsandReceivingWaterstoMarineandEstuarineOrganisms,SecondEdition,EPA-
600/4-91/003,U.S.EPA, Environ.Res.Lab.,GulfBreeze,FL,July1994.

[6] Weber,C.I.(ed).MethodsforMeasuringtheAcuteToxicityofEffluentsandReceiving
WaterstoFreshwaterandMarineOrganisms,FourthEdition,EPA 600/4-90/0271:.Officeof
ResearchandDevelopment,Cincinnati,OH, August1993.
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[7] Lewis, P.A., et. al. (ed.), Short-Term Methods for Esumating the Chronic Toxicity of
Effluents and Receiving Waters to Freshwater Organisms, Third Edition, EPA 600N-91/002.
Office of Research and Development, Cincinnati, OH, July 1994.

[8] DeC-raeve, G.M., et. al. Variability in the performance of the seven-day fathead minnow
(Ptmephalespromelas) larval survival and growth test: An inma- and mterlaboratory studyl .
Environ. Taricol. Chem. 10:1189-1201, 1991.

[9] DeCrraeve, G.M., et. al. Precision of the EPA seven-day Ceriodaphnia dubia test: Inn-a. and
Interlaboratory study to determine the reproducibility of the seven-day Ceriodaphnia dubta
survival and reproduction tests. EPKI EN-6469. Elecuic Power Institute, Palo Alto, CA,
1989.

D. VariabilityofEffluentToxicityandthe Useof RapidScreeningTests

The current EPA WET tests are so expensive that quarterly testing is the most common frequency m
the nation and frequencies above monthly are rare. Toxicity is usually episodic causing detection
using such low monitoring frequencies to be mostly due to chance. These occasional excursions have
,nknown duration and enviromental impact because of inadequate monitoring frequencies.

Monitoring frequency was not much discussed at the Peiiston Workshop, but the scientists did
conclude that a single excursion of chronic WET would not impact the environment. Such a
conclusion is, of course, invalid if the duration of the excursion was not considered.

As discussed in section ]I. B. above, episodes of toxicity occur in about half of the permitted
discharges. The uue percentage of permittees with these episodes is likely to be somewhat higher
because quarterly or monthly monitoring leave most of the days of a year without an evaluation for
toxicity. An effluent that is toxic 10 percent of the time would have a 66 percent chance of passing
all four quarterly tests in one year. An effluent that is toxic 20 percent of the time would have a 41
percent chance of passing all four quarterly tests in one year. An effluent that is toxic l0 percent of
the time would have a 28 percent chance of passing all monthly tests for a year. However, sampling
every other week (26 samples per year) would have about a 95 percent chance in a year of catching
at least one toxic episode in a discharge toxic 10 percent of the time. Our database has shown that an
average effluem in this state is toxic at levels of regulatory concern in about 10 percent of samples.
This estimate of toxic episodes might be low since quarterly testing is the most common frequency.

Differences in species sensitivity are another factor that reduces the chance for finding toxicity unless
every sample is tested for toxicity using a variety of species. The tetramethylammomum hydroxide
found in the effluent described in section H. D. above quickly killed Ceriodzrphnia but had no effect
on fathead minnows. Monitoring of this effluent with fathead minnows contributed nothing to
finding or fixing toxicity.

When monitoring of the effluent containing tetramethylammonium hydroxide was temporarily
increased from quarterly to weekly, the effluent was nontoxic during the first week and was very
toxic continuously for the next three weeks. Neither quarterly nor monthly testing could have
discovered the duration of this toxic episode. Quarterly monitoring might have missed the toxic
episode all together.
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A good strategy for assessing the dura_on of a toxic episode might be to immediately resample and
conduct another toxicity test in response to the failure of a routine quarterly or monthly test.
However, an immediate repeat test cannot be arranged except by preparing in advance for the
possib'_,ty of another _mnle and _ This preparation would increase the cost of every test. In
addition, both the lab and permittee would have to respond automatically w/thout much consideration
of the quality of the first test result. Because of concerns over WET limits, citizen suits, and toxicity
identification evaluation expense, permittees would prefer to have WET test results subjected to a
detailed review as described in section IT[ A. above before accepting additional cost and liability.

Increasing monitoring frequency with the current WET tests would be considered too expensive, labs
usually charge from $500 to $1,560 per test depending on the type of test requested. Some tests can
cost as much as $2,000. An average of $I0,800 was spent to find each occurrence of chronic toxicity
in the database based on a cost of $1,200 per tes_ estimated by a recent survey of five labs.
Increasing the demand for tests would tend to increase the cost of toxicity testing. Increasing the
number of species tested on routine samples would have the same effect on monitoring cost. Any
increase in WET testing would also increase the burden to the Department of Ecology for WET test
review. Because a majorit_ of effluent _mp, les will be nontoxic, the most cost-effective approach
would avoid using expensive tests until less expensive screening tests have demonstrated effluent
toxicity.

The state's waters could be better protected if we used rapid screening tests to establish the panem of
occurrence of episodes of effluent toxicity before testing with the more expensive WET tests. The
cost of higher monitoring frequencies would be acceptable with rapid screening tests. Perminees
with lower risk could stay at quarterly or monthly testing and save money with rapid screening tests.
Using rapid screening tests to better assess the pattern of occurrence of effluent toxicity would make
TI/REs more efficient by allowing sampling to better coincide with peak toxicity and perhaps by
providing suggestions as to the cause of toxicity based on its relationship to facility activities.

In orderto allow adequate effluent monitoring frequencies and improve the cost-effectiveness of the
regulation of effluent toxicity, a selection of rapid screening toxicity tests that arc quicker
cheaper than standard toxicity tests needs to be established. In one evaluation, Toussalnt et al
compared the response of five rapid screening tests to the response of five standard acute toxicity
tests using eleven chemicals. Three of the rapid screening tests performed similarly to the standard
tests. [I]

Rapid screening tests would be an excellent bottom layer in a tiered approaclL EPA would not object
as long as the WET tests were also included in the next layer of a tiered approach and all significant
dischargers had at least some WET testing. Using a rapid screening test would easily compensate for
any loss in sensitivity by allowing a higher monitoring frequency. Given the ecological and
biological uncertainties discussed above, some loss in sensitivity may not be important. The number
of devices that assess toxicity using light output from test organisms (bacteria, algae, daphnids, and
fish) has recently increased and a few of them are petitioning EPA for acceptance. In addition, the
echinoderm fertilization test could also be a convenient, quick, and sensitive rapid screening test in
addition to being a standardWET test. [2] Labs which specialize in the echinoderm fertilization test
and take advantage of the newest techniques can do the test for as low as $200 if provided with
regular business. A good selection of rapid screening tests is likely to be available in the near future
for effluent monitoring.
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[I] Toussaint,M.W., T.R.Shedd,W.H. vanderSchalieandG.R.Leather.1995.A comparisonof
standardacutetoxicitytestswithrapid-screeningtoxicitytests.Enwron.Toaicol.Chem.
14:907-915.

[2] Dinnel,P.A.,Q.J.Stober,J.M.Link,M.W. Letourneau,W.E. Roberts,S.P.Felton,andR_E.
Nakatani.MethodologyandValidationofa SpermCellToxicityTestforTestingToxic
SubstancesinMarineWaters.FisheriesResearchInstitute,SchoolofFisheries,Universityof

Washington,FRI-UW-8306,November1983.

E. GeneralConclusion

ControversyoverWET testingarisesfromtheattempttounitetwoincompatiblegoals.One goalis
thedetectionandeliminationofeffluenttoxicity.The othergoalistheevaluationofthetoxicological
healthofthestate'swaters.Bothareworthygoals,butthetechniquesnecessaryforeacharenot

readilyinterchangeable.Inaddition,theproperuseoftheinformationgainedinpursuitofeachgoal
isspecifictothatgoal.Pursuingeachgoalseparatelyavoidsconflictsbetweenregulatorsand
dischargersovertheproperuseofWET testresults.

Monitoring effluents for toxicity is necessary in order to detect, identify, and eliminate toxic
substances or combinations of toxic substances that would otherwise be missed. Effluents thoroughly
characterized chemically and considered safe can still be toxic due to unknown constituents. Low
stream flows do occasionally occur, and they can be stressful to receiving water organisms. Stream
temperatures can come closer to the standardtest temperatures during low flows. Unless a discharge is
expected to cease during low flow events, toxicity must be detected and controlled in anticipation of
low flows which may occur only every few years. The WET tests can do this by creating effluent
concentrations in the lab that occur occasionally in the receiving environment. With this in mind, it is
understandable that effluent toxicity, as measured by standardized WET testin_ may need to be
reduced even when ambient testing, m sire testing, and bioassessments indicate no problem.

A regulatory program to control effluent toxicity needs standardized tests which are reasonably
available, affordable, and consistent. The current WET tests were developed to meet these
requirements not to reflect receiving water conditions. These considerations in establishing test
conditions have produced a suite of standard toxicity tests which are practical for monitoring
effluents when testing is done quarterly or sometimes monthly. These standard tests have also been
shown by EPA and North Carolina to have some ecological relevance.

TIEs are another important factor in favor of the use of standardized tests for monitoring effluents.
TIEs are often difficult and can get very expensive when the toxicant is not identified within a few
tries. Procedures for TIEs are worked out for the standard WET tests. Labs have experience in
conducting TIEs mostly using the standard WET tests. Toxicants detected by other techniques such
as bioassessments will be most readily identified if captured in a standard toxicity test and subjected
toa TIE.

DevelopingsublethalendpointsandTIE proceduresforeffluenttoxicitytests havingsite-specifictest
conditionsandusingindigenousspecieswouldbea largeexpensethatwouldhavetobebornelocally
(most likely by permittees). The standardized tests are preferredfor monitoring effluent toxicity
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because they are readily available and arereasonably capable in a TIE. The results of the standardEPA
WET tests can be weighted basedon theirrelative value to the otherassessmenttechniques in weight-
of-evidence, but nothing can replace them (except perhaps rapid screening tests) for monitoring
effluents and identifying sources of toxicity.

On the other hand, ira toxicity test is to be used for assessing the health of a body of water, then the
test should be performed on an ambient water sample using the most ecologically relevant test
species available in order to reflect conditions in that water body as much as possible. In siru toxicity.
testing moves another step closer to a direct assessment of the health of receiving water organisms by
exposing test organisms under environmental conditions while retaining some of the control of a lab
test. Ambient and in situ toxicity tests detect toxicity from all sources: point sources (industries and
POTWs), nonpoint sources (stormwater and asriculture), and natural (toxic phytopl_n_ton).
Bioassessments are the most direct measure available of ecosystem health. Bioassessments, and to a
lessor extent m s_m toxicity testing, also detect adverse effects that are not related to toxicity such as
siltation, scouring by floods, diseases, or natural population cycles.

As th_ assessment of toxicity moves from the lab to environment, the information becomes more
ecologically relevant, but loss of controlled condition makes drawing conclusions more complicated.
Because of the multiplicity of potential sources for toxicity and the increased potential for adverse
effects from causes other than Wxicity, ambient toxicity testing, in _tu toxicity testin_ and
bioassessments may cause at least a few debates and generate additional testing before any decisions
are made as to the causes and solutions to any problem encountered. Even the presence or absence of
adverse effects can be uncertain due to the disadvantages in trying to prove a negative given the
limited situations where bioassessmen_ give useful information and the limited availabil_y of

toxicity test species and endpoints. Examining the interaction between the natural and human worlds
in all of its complexity and developing a description gradually and deliberately is the practice of
science. Science like this should be done more often; we need to learn more about the health of our

waters, about nonpoint sources of pollution, and about the capabilities of assessment techniques.

The regulatory program for WET gets into trouble when it implies unnecessary wider scientific
significance through the use of '_water quality-based" WET limits and the policy of independent
application. WET testing is not a water quality assessment, but it is a measure of the potency of

effluent toxicity. Fathead minnows, Ceriodaphnia, and the other established tests are the standard
yardsticks against which toxicity is compared in both effluent monitoring and TIEs. The assessment
and control of effluent toxicity is based mostly on the performance of these standard tests and need
not be completely water quality-based in order to be justified. WET testing should be done to
discover unknown toxicants and to detect effluent toxicity at levels of concern for future low flow
events. Any WET detected could be investigated as to cause and potential solution.

A reasonable and flexible approach to finding a solution could be applied that combines both
environmental (fate of toxicant, results of bioassessments, etc.) and economic factors before choosing
reduction of effluent toxicity, improved dilution, or increased monitoring during low flows. Such a
regulatory system acknowledges the importance of WET testing and control without making it out to
be something it is not.

KCW 90.48.520 instructs Ecology to require all known, available, andreasonable methods to co_-ol
toxicants in order to limit the overall toxicity of an effluent. The currentWET Rule implements this
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state law through an incentive system that is based on water quality-based WET iim_ which can be
removed from permitsupon attainment oft.he WET performance standards. There is a proposal m this
document for enhancing the currentincentive system by allowing meeting of the acute WET
performance s_adard to substitute for evaJn_rfin_ the discharge for the acute metals criteria.

Another proposal in this document would implement RCW 90.48.520 with reduced emphasis on WET
limits and instead, incorporate a tiered response system which be_n_ with rapid screenins testing to
discover toxicity, continues with the standard WET tests to deUwminethe need for a toxicity.
identification/reduction evaluation, and allows weight-of-evidence to be considered if toxicity
remediation costs are high. Increased monitoring of effluent toxicity during low flows would be
allowed as an alternative remedial measure in some ciro,m-_tances.

The lesson learned in Washington State during the years of _lating a database of WET test
results is that discharges meeting currenttechnology-based requirements also tend to pass the
standardized EPA WET tests at or near the end-of-pipe much of the time. The only major improvement
needed for regulating WET is rapid screwing tests to catchthe toxicity that is being missed and

• sometimes reduce monitoring cost. Otherwise, additionalefforts in evaluating WET are notjustified
especially if these efforts increase the cost or complexity of the program. More emphasis should be
placed on evaluating state waters and finding other sources of watt, quality impairment.
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